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Poet Claudia Emerson begins Figure Studies with a
twenty-five-poem lyric sequence called "All Girls School,"
offering intricate views of a richly imagined boarding
school for girls. Whether focused on a lesson, a teacher,
or the girls themselves as they collectively "school" -- or
refuse to -- the poems explore ways girls are "trained" in
the broadest sense of the word. "Gossips," the second
section, is a shorter sequence narrated by women as
they talk about other women in a variety of isolations;
these poems, told from the outside looking in, highlight a
speculative voicing of all the gossips cannot know. In
"Early Lessons," the third section, children narrate as
they also observe similarly solitary women, the children's
innocence allowing them to see in farther than the
gossips can. The fourth section offers studies of women
and men in situations in which gender, with all of its
complexities, figures powerfully. The follow-up to the
Pulitzer Prize-winning collection Late Wife, Figure
Studies upholds Emerson's place among contemporary
poetry's elite. The Mannequin above Main Street Motors
When the only ladies' dress shop closed, she was left on
the street for trash, unsalvageable, one arm missing, lost
at the shoulder, one leg at the hip. But she was wearing
a blue-sequined negligee and blonde wig, so they helped
themselves to her on a lark -- drunken impulse -- and for
years kept her leaning in a corner, beside an attic
window, rendered invisible. The dusk was also perpetual
in the garage below,punctuated only by bare bulbs hung
close over the engines. An oily grime coated the walls,
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and a decade of calendars promoted stock-car drivers,
women in dated swimsuits, even their bodies out of
fashion. Radio distorted there; cigarette smoke moaned,
the pedal steel conceding to that place a greater,
echoing sorrow. So, lame, forgotten prank, she
remained,back turned forever to the dark storage behind
her, gaze leveled just above anyone's who could have
looked up to mistake in the cast of her face fresh longing
-- her expression still reluctant figure for it.
Doug the PugThe King of Pop CultureSt. Martin's Griffin
The cats are back in their continuing mission: to boldly
go where no one has gone before. This companion to
the bestselling Star Trek Cats brings the many
adventures of Star Trek: The Next Generation to life in a
faithfully feline homage to the hit series. From
encounters with the Borg to adventures on the holodeck,
Captain Picard and the rest of the U.S.S. Enterprise
NCC-1701-D crew are reimagined as cats with lovingly
detailed and eyebrow-raising scenes from throughout the
award-winning series, perfect for Star Trek fans across
the Galaxy. TM & © 2018 CBS Studios Inc. STAR TREK
and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS
Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved.
A New York Times Bestseller Doug the Pug is the king of
pop culture. More than seven million adoring fans on
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat can’t get
enough of him. Doug spreads love everywhere he goes,
and now with his literary debut, he’s coming to living
rooms around the world. It’s hard to find a more wellconnected pup than Doug. He’s homies with the hottest
stars out there: Justin Bieber, Steven Tyler, Ed Sheeran,
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John Legend, and Chrissy Teigen, to name just a few.
Did you catch him in Fall Out Boy’s latest music video?
Doug can ball with the best of them. He’s a rising star
and everyone’s favorite squishy face. Doug has made
appearances at music festivals including Lollapalooza
and the Billboard Hot 100 Music Fest, but he doesn’t let
fame go to his head. Doug is a humble pug, but the
people have asked for more, so he’s obliged with this
awesome New York Times bestselling collection of
photos. Doug is a fashion icon, a culinary gourmand, a
music enthusiast, and an all-around happenin’ guy. This
book is just a sneak peek at some of his greatest
adventures so far. From his furry heart to yours, enjoy!
Presents comics that celebrate cats and cat lovers.
Color your way through 20 of Donald Trump's most offcolor remarks as you look back on the 2016 presidential
election. No one is safe from the hubris and political
incorrectness of The Donald---not women, not blacks,
not Latinos, not Jews, and certainly not the Chinese. See
the GOP candidate celebrate his wealth, power, and
obvious physical appeal in this timely coloring book that
is as engrossing as the billionaire himself! Makes a great
gag, joke, or novelty gift. Also check out the full-color
companion, Trump 2017! An Off-Color Donald Trump
Wall Calendar, and the artist's Hillary Says! An Off-Color
Hillary Clinton Coloring Book.
The 2017 Large Calendar Planner is great for organizing
activities for people of all ages and occupations.
Organize your busy life when it seems impossible to
manage important dates. -Dated 14 Month CalendarLarge Blank Boxes for Writing-Daily Log and Note Page
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for Each MonthSpace to write activities for each day of
the month or future months. Never miss another
important date, meeting, doctor visit or fun event. Record
and plan your activities in one place for easy reference.
The dated Calendar begins December 2016 and ends
January 2018. (Extra note page each month to write
additional info.) Free Fast Shipping for Amazon Prime
Members!
Hailed as “an extraordinary novel of men at war” (The
Washington Post) this is the book that inspired the TNT
television series starring Eric Dane, Rhona Mitra, Adam
Baldwin and Michael Bay as Executive Producer. The
unimaginable has happened. The world has been
plunged into all-out nuclear war. Sailing near the Arctic
Circle, the U.S.S. Nathan James is relatively unscathed,
but the future is grim and Captain Thomas is facing
mutiny from the tattered remnants of his crew. With
civilization in ruins, he urges those that remain—onehundred-and-fifty-two men and twenty-six women—to pull
together in search of land. Once they reach safety,
however, the men and women on board realize that they
are earth’s last remaining survivors—and they’ve all
been exposed to radiation. When none of the women
seems able to conceive, fear sets in. Will this be the end
of humankind?
Gathers and illustrates poems by the popular thirteenth
century Sufi philosopher and saint
More than 160 photographs, most in full-color,
accompanied by detailed commentary, capture the
unusual world of exotic ornamental chickens,
documenting breeds of all sizes, shapes, and colors that
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range from the Bearded Silkie and crested Polish to the
Phoenix, whose tail feathers can exceed ten feet in
length.
This compilation combines the qualities of Mark
Henderson's bestsellers in a manner never seen before:
The sculptural grace of Luminosity with the briskness of
Poolside and the gleaming light of Suburban Pleasures.
Mark Henderson ushered the style of last century’s
physique photographers into the modern age. Poolside
Pleasures is a cross section through the recent work of
this oustanding artist.
This colorful, medium-format wall calendar presents
twelve fun illustrations of the (mis)adventures of Mr.
Mummific, the mummy with attitude. Newly dead, and
somewhat perplexed, the one-time great pharaoh finds
himself facing the mysteries of ancient Egypt's afterlife,
and dealing with such indignities as having his brains
pulled out through his nose. He also has to work out how
to avoid being left hanging upside-down from the roof of
a cave for all eternity or being vomited out of the
stomach of a giant snake. The full story of Mr.
Mummific's hilarious post-mortem tribulations is told in
How I Became a Mummy and Mummies, Monsters, and
the Ship of Millions (AUC Press, 2016, 2017).
"Poems about dogs at school"-Hallelujah, it's a book! After proving itself to be the
"funniest calendar of the year" (according to Gene
Shalit), "irresistible" (USA Weekend), and "habit-forming"
(Maxim magazine), the Nuns Having Fun calendar has
inspired Nuns Having Fun, a book of endearing
nuttiness. Catholic kitsch doesn't get any funnier. Written
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by Maureen Kelly and Jeffrey Stone, pitch-perfect coauthors of the nuns calendar and the New York Times
bestseller Growing Up Catholic, Nuns Having Fun
features hundreds of sisters in full habit, cutting loose
and having a hoot. Here are nuns in the surf ("This is
even more fun than walking on water"), nuns in bumper
cars ("We brake for Jesus"), nuns in a beer hall ("Ale
Marys"), and nuns in the museum, huddled in front of a
study of nudes ("It's okay to open your eyes. Sister
Wendy says it's art"). There are nuns on skates, at bat,
at the theater, skeet shooting (nuns with guns!), even
hitting the slots (you know it's for a good cause). The 125
images are from the 1950s and '60s, black-and-white
and possessing a pure retro charm; the written material
is all-new. Drawing on their years as parochial school
students, the authors explore the lore and legends
surrounding nuns, including Favorite Punishments from
Nuns, Nuns Say the Darndest Things, How to Recognize
a Nun After Vatican II, a Wimple Watch, and List of
People Who Could Have Been Nuns. As Sister says, "To
err is human. To laugh is divine."
Collects the blue dog paintings of Cajun artist George
Rodrigue.
Photographer Mark Laita unveils a pantheon of
spectacular snakes in this electrifying collection. Inciting
both allure and alarm, shining pastel pythons and vibrant
green vipers slither across the pages. An illuminating
essay by William T. Vollmann accompanies the images,
delving into the associations with snakes that haunt our
collective imagination. From the iridescent blue
Malaysian coral snake to the candy-cane-striped albino
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Honduran milk snake, the aptly named beautiful pit viper,
and the gleaming black mamba, the world’s most
dangerous and gorgeous snakes are pictured in
Serpentine, showing off their fascinating colors and
textures—as well as the sensual forms their movement
creates. Through Laita’s lens, there is nothing they can
do, no position they can take, that fails to be anything but
mesmerizing.
Grumpy Cat is back with a mission: Teach the world to
"NO" everything. She's collected all her least favorite
things and can't wait to tell everyone what to think about
them. Grumpy Cat: No-It-All is packed with feel-good
topics just begging for a cranky makeover: kittens,
rainbows, smiles, birthday parties, cuddles, and more.
Anyone who takes delight in sometimes seeing the glass
half empty will love the hilarious new photos and
commentary from the official mascot of misery. Where
others say "aww!," Grumpy Cat teaches us to say "ugh."
Nothing sweet is safe from this famous frown.
The United Nations declared the year 2002 as "The Year
of the Mountains" and encouraged countries all over the
world to have environmental conferences regarding the
conservation of mountains. The Conference for the
Caribbean and the Americas was held in Cuba, and
Clyde Butcher was invited to photograph the mountains
of Cuba for the conference. He spent three weeks
photographing from the Sierra Maestra of the east coast
to the mogote region of the west coast--rain forests,
waterfalls, and cliffs that drop off into a perfect ocean.
The beauty and majesty of Cuba's natural landscape are
captured in his intimate compositions, their focus on
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shape and light, the horizon and the sky.
Microsoft PowerPivot is a free add-on to Excel from
Microsoft that allows users to produce new kinds of
reports and analyses that were simply impossible before,
and this book is the first to tackle DAX formulas, the core
capability of PowerPivot, from the perspective of the
Excel audience. Written by the world's foremost
PowerPivot blogger and practitioner, the book's concepts
and approach are introduced in a simple, step-by-step
manner tailored to the learning style of Excel users
everywhere. The techniques presented allow users to
produce, in hours or even minutes, results that formerly
would have taken entire teams weeks or months to
produce. It includes lessons on the difference between
calculated columns and measures; how formulas can be
reused across reports of completely different shapes;
how to merge disjointed sets of data into unified reports;
how to make certain columns in a pivot behave as if the
pivot were filtered while other columns do not; and how
to create time-intelligent calculations in pivot tables such
as "Year over Year" and "Moving Averages" whether
they use a standard, fiscal, or a complete custom
calendar. The "pattern-like" techniques and best
practices contained in this book have been developed
and refined over two years of onsite training with Excel
users around the world, and the key lessons from those
seminars costing thousands of dollars per day are now
available to within the pages of this easy-to-follow guide.
This updated second edition covers new features
introduced with Office 2015.
Explore the wonderful world of tortoiseshell cats and
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tortoiseshell cat behavior Tortie cat behavior: With about
2 million tortoiseshell cats in the United States, these
special felines tend to be strong-willed, a bit hottempered, and often very possessive of their humans.
Other words used to describe torties are fiercely
independent, feisty and unpredictable. In Tortitude: The
BIG Book About Cats With a BIG Attitude, cat expert
Ingrid King (The Conscious Cat) brings her professional
and personal experience to explore why these cats are
so special. With expert insights combined with stunning
photography and passages dedicated to the cats and
their passionate guardians, King offers a new
perspective on these exceptional cats.
Zelda, a seven-year-old bulldog, is the most unlikely of
supermodels, who happens to star in the Zelda Wisdom
greeting card line and other licensed products. This kit
includes a 32-page booklet from her book, Zelda
Wisdom, and a canine cut-out that stands up and can be
dressed in three ravishing cling-made outfits. The
combination is a howl!
The fourth volume in the Lost In Michigan book series. It
contains unique and interesting stories throughout the
"Mitten State" that are off the beaten path. Tales of tragic
accidents, to historic places and inspirational people that
showcases Michigan's diverse history. If you have
traveled to the popular tourist destinations in Michigan,
and are looking for something a little different, you will
enjoy reading this book. It's the perfect book to take on a
road trip and get "Lost In Michigan."
In celebration of one of science fiction's most beloved
franchises, an updated edition of the acclaimed Ships of
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the Line hardcover collection. They dared to risk it all in a
skiff of reeds or leather, on a ship of wood or steel,
knowing the only thing between them and certain death
was their ship. To explore, to seek out what lay beyond
the close and comfortable, every explorer had to
embrace danger. And as they did so, what arose was a
mystical bond, a passion for the ships that carried them.
From the very first time humans dared to warp the fabric
of space, escaping from the ashes of the third World
War, they also created ships. These vessels have
become the icons of mankind's desire to rise above the
everyday, to seek out and make the unknown known.
And these ships that travel the stellar seas have stirred
the same passions as the ones that floated in the
oceans. While every captain has wished that their
starship could be outfitted in the same manner as the
sailing ship H.M.S. Beagle—without weapons—that proved
untenable. From the start, Starfleet realized that each
vessel, due to the limited range of the early warp
engines, must be able to stand alone against any attack.
Thus arose the idea, taken from the days of wooden
sailing ships, that every Starfleet vessel must stand as a
ship of the line. Through the actions of their captains and
crews, countless starships have taken on that role. Here
we remember some of those ships and their heroic
crews. In celebration of one of science fiction's most
beloved franchises, this updated edition of the acclaimed
Ships of the Line hardcover collection now includes
dozens of additional images brought together for the first
time in book format—spectacular renderings featured in
the highly successful Star Trek: Ships of the Line
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calendar series. With text by Star Trek's own Michael
Okuda, the story of each of these valiant starships now
comes to life. ™, ®, & © 2014 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR
TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios,
Inc. All Rights Reserved.
A small, quiet farmstead in Burlington, Wisconsin, is an
unexpected setting for the abundance of creative activity
that bustles out of it. Here, Dan DiPaolo creates his
signature artwork that is used on his popular calendars.
His subjects vary greatly, but all retain a playful sense of
whimsy rendered with a winning blend of country charm
and easy sophistication. With every bit the charm of a
cute pair of pink pumps, the purse-sizeJust Us Girls
2012 Monthly Pocket Plannercalendar has girly
illustrations, lots of space to write, and a matching
slipcase.
Based on real-life stories from an international school in
Kuwait, which chart the survival of teachers from the
thrown-in-at-the-deep-end start to the I-can’t-believe-wemade-it finish. Outlandish comedy abounds as the
teachers laugh and lose it, through a mine field of
barriers to logic, and challenges to plain common
sense.The book illuminates the startling excesses of the
oil-money rich as they balance a past of poverty with an
extreme pot of gold from the end of the rainbow. It shows
Kuwait as a microcosm reflecting the more global issues
surrounding waste, ecology, using more than we need,
and consumerism gone mad. The stories reveal the pros
and cons of teaching on the international circuit and how
the teachers adapt to an alien land of dust, sexual and
racial inequality and an oppressive political regime, both
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inside and outside school. Resilience, fortitude and a
hefty dose of humour gets the teachers through to the
end with a cheer and a wave.
In this funny and sweet new book in the bestselling Darth
Vader™ series, Eisner Award–winning author Jeffrey
Brown offers an intimate look at the friendships between
best pals in the Star Wars universe, from Darth Vader
and the Emperor to Leia and her Ewok pals, Han and
Chewie, C-3PO and R2-D2, the bounty hunters, and
other favorite characters. Jealousy, birthday parties,
lightsaber battles, sharing, intergalactic rebellion and
more all come into play as Brown's charming illustrations
and humor irresistibly combine the adventures of our
friends in a galaxy far, far away with everyday events
closer to home. © and TM Lucasfilm Ltd. Used Under
Authorization
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general
encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to
use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key,
a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research
skills, and comprehensive index"-USA Today Bestseller! Debut author Sally Thorne bursts
on the scene with a hilarious and sexy workplace
comedy all about that thin, fine line between hate and
love. Nemesis (n.) 1) An opponent or rival whom a
person cannot best or overcome. 2) A person’s undoing
3) Joshua Templeman Lucy Hutton and Joshua
Templeman hate each other. Not dislike. Not
begrudgingly tolerate. Hate. And they have no problem
displaying their feelings through a series of ritualistic
passive aggressive maneuvers as they sit across from
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each other, executive assistants to co-CEOs of a
publishing company. Lucy can’t understand Joshua’s
joyless, uptight, meticulous approach to his job. Joshua
is clearly baffled by Lucy’s overly bright clothes,
quirkiness, and Pollyanna attitude. Now up for the same
promotion, their battle of wills has come to a head and
Lucy refuses to back down when their latest game could
cost her her dream job…But the tension between Lucy
and Joshua has also reached its boiling point, and Lucy
is discovering that maybe she doesn’t hate Joshua. And
maybe, he doesn’t hate her either. Or maybe this is just
another game.
Available for the first time in easily framed, high-quality
prints, these highly collectible works by fan-favorite
artists depict iconic Star Trek ships and vessels in battle
and exploring the cosmos, bringing to vivid life dynamic
scenes from the history of sci-fi's most enduring
franchise in celebration of Star Trek. Twenty-four readyto-display prints by some of the industry's most
accomplished and recognized artists showcase the
U.S.S. Enterprise, Klingon Birds of Prey, and other
famous Federation ships from nearly a half century of
Star Trek television series, films, games, and novels.
New York Times Bestseller Named one of the Best Gift
Books of the Year by Entertainment Weekly, InStyle,
House Beautiful, T: The New York Times Style
Magazine, Better Homes & Gardens, Luxe Interiors +
Design, People StyleWatch, Garden & Gun, The Los
Angeles Times, The Chicago Tribune, New York
Magazine, and more John Derian’s home goods empire
reaches far and wide—in addition to the four John Derian
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stores he owns in New York and Massachussetts, his
products are sold by more than 600 retailers worldwide,
including Neiman Marcus, ABC, and Gump’s in the
United States; Conran and Liberty in the UK; and Astier
de Villatte in Paris. It all started with his now-iconic
collectible plates decoupaged with 19th-century artwork
sourced from old and rare books, a process that credited
him with elevating the decoupage technique into fine art.
Over the past 25 years, the brand has expanded greatly
to include home and general design gifts and products.
Now, for the first time ever, comes the book John Derian
fans have been waiting for. Culled from the thousands of
images that have appeared in his biannual collections,
here is an astoundingly beautiful assortment of nearly
300 full-bleed images in their original form. From
intensely colored flowers and birds to curious portraits,
hand-drawn letters, and breathtaking landscapes, the
best of John Derian is here. The result is an oversized
object of desire, a work of art in and of itself, that
brilliantly walks the line between commerce and art, and
that is destined to become the gift book of the season.
New York Times bestselling author and photographer
Seth Casteel's follow-up to the phenomenal Underwater
Dogs -- now with puppies. The world fell in love with
swimming canines in Seth Casteel's first book,
Underwater Dogs. Now, in more than 80 previously
unpublished portraits of underwater puppies, we see
man's best friends at their most playful and exuberant.
Each vibrant and colorful underwater image shows off
the wild and sublime range of emotions of puppies, cute
and irresistible to the very last.
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With the 1998 debut of its V92C, Victory Motorcycles
became the New American Motorcycle. Victory's
innovative, stylish heavyweight cruiser motorcycles
attracted a loyal, hard-riding following, but not the market
share needed to survive. This richly illustrated book
covers the brand's history model-by-model and analyzes
why the parent company announced in early 2017 that
its Victory division would cease operation. This book also
features a full reprint of the collectible first Victory history
from 1998, The Victory Motorcycle.
Presents a humorous look at a cat's life.
"One Shoe Blues" presents a thoroughly captivating
story and a dazzling music video on an accompanying
12-minute DVD. Boynton writes, designs, and directs
(her first film ever), King stars (singing, playing, and
turning in a wry and brilliant comic acting performance),
and exuberant Boynton sock puppets chime in.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px
Calibri} For the very first time, the epic Tank Girl trilogy
from Tank Girl co-creator Alan Martin and artist Brett
Parson – ‘Two Girls One Tank’, ‘Tank Girl Gold’, and
‘World War Tank Girl’ – is collected in one giant, shelfbusting tome! Time travel, devious doppelgangers, the
resurrection of fan-favorites, a train full of cursed gold
bullion, and wartorn history – it’s all trapped between
these covers! Plus: a huge gallery of covers and unseen
design art.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager
and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty,
practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a
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reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of
the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice
columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t
know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this
incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough
discussions you may need to have during your career.
You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their
work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally
trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” •
you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all
• you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems
unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud
speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk
at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A mustread for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice
boils down to the idea that you should be professional
(even when others are not) and that communicating in a
straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get
you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred
review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense
writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be
widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’
lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to
management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a
huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This
book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many
of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a
sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and
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author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival
Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for
navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but
firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
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